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1. "SE Citrus Expo Was FANTASTIC - Thanks to All!" 
 

 

     

 The citrus expo in Columbia, SC on Saturday was an extremely well organized, 

EXCELLENT event.  Special thanks to Stan, Tom, Jeff, and Joe for all their hard work to 

make the event so successful; and to Jeff, Bob, and Andy for their dedication as 

judges!  Instead of enjoying the speakers, they tallied results and facilliated the 

gathering with thoughtful attention to every detail.  Your dedication was noted and 

truly appreciated!  

 

The fruit competition (well over 100 entries) and plant sale were exceptional venues 

for: tasting hardy citrus, obtaining seeds from extremely rare fruit, and purchasing 

hardy citrus plants.  All speakers relayed invaluable experiences (Mr. Neighbors 

provided Satsuma and unique Chinese Sweet Lime fruit samples for those interested!!) 

and I learned about and tasted a Taiwaniquat fruit that Kathy D's neighbor is 

successfully growing in VA Beach.  

 

FANTASTIC!!!     
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2. "Re: SE Citrus Expo Was FANTASTIC - Thanks to All!" 
In response to message #1 

 

     

 Here are some pictures that I have taken that I would like to share.  It was a great 

event! This was my first year, I will be back. Here is the address.  

 

http://community.webshots.com/album/220969254usVUxb  

 

We also stopped bye to see Tom McCleandon on the way home and he gave Jeff 

Stevens and I a tour of the palms of Madison GA.  Thanks Tom.  

 

Here is the link to those pictures.  

 



http://community.webshots.com/album/220975760DcOlGh 

 

Will 7a  
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3. "Re: SE Citrus Expo Was FANTASTIC - Thanks to All!" 
In response to message #2 

 

     

 I would also like to thank everyone who made this possible. A very enjoyable day.  

 

Here are a few photos I took:  

http://www.garysnursery.com/CitrusExpoPhotos2004.html  
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4. "Re: SE Citrus Expo Was FANTASTIC - Thanks to All!" 
In response to message #3 

 

     

 Looks like your fruit are much more colored up than what was in our Beaumont, TX 

show last week.  I am impressed.  
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5. "Re: SE Citrus Expo Was FANTASTIC - Thanks to All!" 
In response to message #4 

 

     

 Will and Gary, I really appreciate you posting those great photos!!  
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6. "Re: SE Citrus Expo Was FANTASTIC - Thanks to All!" 
In response to message #5 

 

     

 Now, Keith, you need another citrus plant like I need another palm.  I can only imagine 



what your back seat/trunk looked like coming home.  

 
How'd mom like the trip?  
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7. "Re: SE Citrus Expo Was FANTASTIC - Thanks to All!" 
In response to message #6 

 

     

 C- You're absolutely right!!  What are ya gonna do when Ned is selling such beautiful 

plants (YES! the ones I NEEDED). I only came home with three more...lol  

 

Mom and Zac and I had a blast.  She loved Riverbanks Zoo and the Expo.  You can see 

her on the left (in the red and white top with the black jacket) in Will's photos labeled 

"winners of the raffle" and "the big winner".  

 

Your new greenhouse is so ideal. Will it be full when the cold temps set in or is there 

space for "future growth"  

 

Happy TG!!  
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